THE NASW FOUNDATION
PROMOTES THE PROFESSION, THE PRACTITIONER & THE PUBLIC

SCHOLARSHIPS & FELLOWSHIPS
AWARDED $330,000 in BSW/MSW/PhD Scholarships to 120 social work students nationally

PUBLIC EDUCATION
RAISED PROFESSION’S VISIBILITY
Fund for Health Mini Documentary videos for national television that reached over 51 million US homes (45% of all homes)

NASW CHAPTERS
HELPED RAISE $140,000 to support specific NASW Chapter local charitable and educational activities

SOCIAL WORK DISASTER ASSISTANCE
RAISED $30,000 for social workers and others in Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands

SOCIAL WORK PINNING CEREMONIES—
42 SCHOOLS
2,534 PINS

GRANTS—TRAINED
social workers to provide services to clients:
• NASW/Hartford Supervisory Leaders in Aging
• Health care social work
• HIV/AIDS and mental health
• Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders

WHAT ELSE WE DO
• Social Work Day at the United Nations
• Hosted international delegations
• Global Observatory—collection on progress on the Global Agenda for the past two years

Preserves and Promotes NASW and Social Work History and NASW Archives
• Induced nine new NASW Social Work Pioneers®
• Held Annual Pioneer Event

Your donation does make a difference